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Abstract
We report a periodically-poled

lithium niobate optical parametric oscillator pumped by a

frequency doubled Q-switched erbium-fibre laser. Pump tuning of the OPO signal with
thresholds below 1OpJ was demonstrated. Signal tuning range was 0.99-l .45pm.
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There is much interestin fibre lasersas compact,inexpensiveand tunable sources.Only
recently have they achievedthe high powers suitable for efficient nonlinear interactions’. We
report the combination of a high power Q-switchedfibre laserand highly nonlinear periodically
poled lithium niobate (PPLN), resulting in the first fibre pumped singly-resonant optical
parametric oscillator, (OPO).
A largemode areaerbium Q-switchedfibre laserwas pumpedby a 400mW 980nm diode
source.The fibre laser produced50ns pulseswith up to 3kW peak power and 18OpJof energy
at a repetition rateof 2OOHz.A narrow bandpassfilter selectedthe output wavelengthfrom 1530
to 156Onmwith a 0.25~1 bandwidth.
A PPLN sample,which we fabricatedby electricfield poling, frequencydoubledthe fibre
laser output. The 19mm long 18.7pm period grating was anti-reflection coated and gave a
maximum externalconversionefficiency of 60%. Using this PPLN crystal an output >7OpJfrom
772nm to 779nm could be generated,determinedby the combined limitations of temperature
tuning range, filter transmissionand laser gain spectrum.
The secondharmonic output was used to pump an OPO consisting of a 2Omm long
multiple grating PPLN sample(19, 19.5,20 & 20.5pm) in a plano-concavecavity. The crystal
was anti-reflection coatedwith MgF, to give <2.5% lossesper face at 13OOm-n.
The cavity
mirrors were highly reflecting between 1000 and 145Onm,and highly transmitting from 720 to

85Onm.The concaveinput mirror had a radius of curvatureof 1OOrnm.The output coupler had
25% signal transmission.
The pump was focusedto a spot radius of 50pm close to the back plane mirror. The
cavity length was optimisedto 1lOmm, giving an OPOthresholdof -lOpJ, figure 1. A quantum
efficiency of 15% was achieved,with an averagepump depletion of 44%.
The OPO was temperaturetuned acrossall the gratings to generatesignal wavelengths
between0.99 & 1.45pm,figure 2. This correspondsto 1.7to 3.5pm idler wavelengths,the tuning
range being limited only by the mirror reflectivities.
A significant featurein this experiment was the possibility of using wavelengthtuning
of the pump to tune the signal output wavelength.We usedthe 19pm grating to obtain 13Onm
signal tuning with only 7nm pump variation. If we fixed the grating period and temperatureof
both SHG and OPO crystalswe obtainedup to 9nm tuning with the 19m.mcrystal, and 15nm for
a 10.5mm secondharmonic generationcrystal. The 15n.mwas achievedwith 0.6nm of pump
tuning at 779nrr1,correspondingto a tuning multiplier of 25.
A further extensionof the pump tuning could be obtained by directly pumping an OPO
with the fibre laseroutput at 155Om-n.
The higher thresholds(- 80~5 for a 20mm crystal) could
be compensatedby using longer PPLN crystals and better quality anti-reflection coatings.Also
the inclusion of a tunable acousto-optic-filter within the lasercavity should allow rapid tuning
of the OPO, making for a very versatile and useful source.
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Fig. 1 Output signal at 115Onmenergy against incident pump pulse energy at 77Onm,with a
25% output coupler.

Fig. 2 Signal wavelength variation with OPO temperaturefor the four different gratings, (19,
19.5,20 and 20.5pm) for fked input wavelength of 778.411m.

